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2INTRODUCTION

Originally formed in 1967 by Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand to create a
unified force against the spread of communism and promote social, economic, and
political order in the Southeastern region of Asia, the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) has rapidly grown into one of the most powerful organizations in the
world. ASEAN's ten members - including the original four alongside Brunei, Cambodia,
Laos, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Vietnam - have a combined GDP of roughly $2.8
trillion USD, and the intergovernmental organization is projected to become the
world's fourth largest economy by 2030.
 
Supporters of ASEAN believe that the group has played a vital part in both economic
integration and overall socio-political cooperation amongst its member states to form
one of the world’s largest free trade blocs. However, critics claim that ASEAN's
influence over activity in Southeastern Asia is limited by several factors, the most
significant of these being diverging priorities amongst its member nations. ASEAN's
biggest challenge in promoting order within the region has been arriving at a unified
approach to China's claims in the South China Sea, which are in direct contention with
claims of several ASEAN members.  
 
For several years now, the Chinese have been building (and militarizing) artificial
islands and reclaiming territories in the South China Sea that they believe are rightfully
their own. Meanwhile, five of ASEAN's ten members; Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, and Vietnam, claim that the actions of China are blatant violations against
their own national sovereignties. Yet, despite half of ASEAN disputing China's claims, a
few - such as Thailand - have chosen to keep their distance from the conflict. Others -
such as Cambodia - have openly supported China's claims as it serves their best
interests. Meanwhile, across the Pacific, the United States - which has a strong interest
in ensuring that China does not gain control of the South China Sea - has responded
by offering military support to ASEAN nations who stand up against China. 
 
The goal of this summit is twofold. Firsty, delegates should develop a unified, peaceful,
and long-term solution to the territorial disputes amongst ASEAN member states and
China. Secondly, delegates should address Chinese aggression and the construction of
artificial islands within the South China Sea. 



The South China Sea conflict involves China and the four members of ASEAN which
includes the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, and Brunei. All of these countries lay
certain claims to islands, territory, sovereignty, reefs and rocks, and resources within
the South China Sea. Due to the tensions that certain claims by different countries
have caused, a Code of Conduct is to be established and has been in the making for
the past 30 years in a joint force with China and the ASEAN. Vietnam wants certain
claims to the sea in order to avoid being surrounded by the Chinese which has caused
trouble for Vietnam. Brunei is holding claims of certain resources in connection to the
exclusive economic zone and continental shelf with an exclusive fishing zone along its
coastline. The Philippines hope to extend jurisdiction with the South China Sea ever
since being invaded by the Japanese during the Pacific War. Malaysia claims exclusive
economic zone and continental shelf of the South China Sea with the inclusion of
national security interest 

Conflict in the South China Sea began after the Second World War. The Chinese
established the Spratlys Island and in 1947 Woody Island before France and the
Vietnamese intended to claim them as their first pick. 

They then settled for Pattle Island. During the Vietnamese War, many of the claimants
were not concerned with the South China Sea since other matters took precedence
over the conflict. However, in 1955 a race for control in the South China Sea took place
as China and Taiwan claimed permanent control for certain Islands. As news of oil
beneath the water came about, the Philippines were first to go for the resource as
China came in second. The Battle of Paracel Island left many Vietnamese dead as the
objective was to take control from South Vietnam. More conflict erupted in 1988 when
China went for Spratlys and then forcibly occupying Johnson Reef and killing more
Vietnamese sailors. 
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The ASEAN Declaration on South China Sea from 1992 was an attempt to
establish a framework for the South China Sea. However, China rejected the
ASEAN declaration as they preferred to enter a bilateral agreement with the
Philippines. The Code of Conduct was introduced as China was looking to avoid
internalization of the South China Sea. Due to these requests, the Declaration on
the Conduct of Parties in South China Sea 2002 was established as a nonbinding
agreement where the members of ASEAN signed alongside China. 

The new declaration was to be the start of the Code of Conduct. Despite what
seemed to be an agreement there were still relevant disagreements on certain
issues within the drafts where China demanded more of a direct involvement
without having to be part of the ASEAN. In 2017 ASEAN and China had come up
with a cohesive framework and in 2018 a draft was formed and in 2021 it is
expected to be completed. Currently the COVID-19 issue has most definitely
stalled progress in completion of the Code of Conduct. 

The importance of the South China Sea and the Code of Conduct comes from the
desire to maintain peace within the region and settle the issue of overlapping
claims. Due to the highly desirable resources of oil, natural gas, reefs, and rocks
all have Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Taiwan, Vietnam, and the Philippines
in high conflict. This conflict involves international law and the concerns revolving
foreign militaries to conduct intelligence gathering activities. The increasing
occupation of certain key Islands by different nations have led to disputes all
around. 
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The Declaration consists of the following:

TOPIC 1: Chinese aggression via man-made islands; salami slicing and
cabbage strategies
 
Currently, a significant roadblock to the Code of Conduct is China’s aggression via man-
made islands in the South China Sea. The “nine dash line” is part of China’s territorial claim
to most of the region. The international community has referred to China’s military tactics
as “salami slicing” or “the cabbage strategy”.

Cabbage strategy: 
 China wraps the Island in occupation in layers akin to a cabbage. The layers consist of
military ships such as the Chinese Coast Guard ships and Chinese Naval ships. These
ships surround the islands in a passive aggressive form to intimidate the occupier into
leaving. For example, China relied on the cabbage strategy in 2012 to intimidate the
Philippines forces into leaving the Scarborough reefs.
  
Salami slicing: 
 Salami slicing involves multiple acts of microaggressions undertaken by the Chinese
against opposing nations. The tactic ensures that China accumulates power and control
over time as opposed to acquiring power through large scale military/naval offences that
would violate international law and heighten conflict.
  
These strategies are how China is showcasing dominance and maintaining it. It is an
effective power play to maintain their force within these Islands and keep occupation. The
Mischief Reef and Scarborough Reefs are among the many Islands that China is currently
attempting to take control of through these acts. The South China Sea along their rich
resources such as oil also holds a place for trading bringing in trillions in revenue which
prompts China to feel pressure in holding power. The international community is taking
notice of China’s tactics and concern is growing. 

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION TO TOPICS



TOPIC 2: Competing Territorial Claims in the South China Sea Region
 
 A major obstacle to a Code of Conduct will be the allocation of resource rights within the
South China Sea region. More specifically, countries have competing claims and differing
interpretations of maritime law. Expanding on the demarcation line mentioned above, the
"nine-dash line" as it is commonly known refers to a geopolitical border which the Chinese
believe marks the extent of their territorial claim within the South China Sea region.
However, several of China's claims within the nine-dash line boundary are in contention
with other nations including Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and
Vietnam. The nine-dash line idea as a whole is generally not accepted by the many ASEAN
member states nor the United States as a legitimate identifier of territory within the South
China Sea.
 
 While China’s interest in controlling the South China Sea region is apparent, the United
States has just as much of an interest in ensuring that China never attains their goal. For
them, as well as several other ASEAN nations, maintaining less restricted naval trade
routes through the South China Sea is crucial - roughly 22% of overall global trade pases
through this region. As a counteraction to China taking military action to ensure they
maintain control of territories they claim as their own, nations who oppose China’s
territorial claims have thus far received military support courtesy of the United States in
an effort to usurp Beijing's efforts at naval dominance. 

 Beijing still maintains that foreign military involvement within the “nine-dash line” should
be limited, and more specifically, any involvement with an ulterior motive to gather
intelligence should not be allowed at all. The United States meanwhile believes that
ASEAN member states with claims in the “nine-dash line” area should be permitted to
conduct any activity they desire, in accordance with the UN Convention of the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS). The Permanent Court of Arbitration at the Hague is in agreement with the
United States when they ruled against China on a claim brought against them by the
Philippines in 2016 relating to this matter. 
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 Yet, while the nine-dash line disputes make up the majority of the territorial contentions
within the South China Sea region, there are several disputes outside of this demarcation
boundary as well. Notable ones include contentions between Vietnam, China, and Taiwan
over maritime boundaries along the Vietnamese coast, as well as maritime boundary
north of the Borneo island between China, Malaysia, Brunei, Philippines, and Taiwan. 

 Of course, while most disputes involve China, not all do. A significant example of this is
the dispute - over a maritime boundary, land territory, and the islands of Sabah - between
Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines.

 There is likely to be discord across the ASEAN nations and other global superpowers due
to several competing claims. Every party involved understands the significance of having
some form of control within the region. Each nation wants to assert to the rest of the
world that the territory they claim as theirs truly is theirs to claim. Roughly a third of the
world’s annual maritime trade passes through the South China Sea. For any chance of
peace and stability in the region, each country’s incompatible aims will have to be
overcome by delegates at this special ASEAN Summit through discussion. Failure to reach
some sort of solution has the potential to cause current tensions to escalate into
something far greater. 
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The ASEAN Summit on the South China Sea is a specialized agency committee. Any
outcomes created by the committee are incorporated via Article 57 and 63 of the United
Nations Charter. As such, delegates are expected to follow the General Rules of
Procedure of the United Nations during the entirety of the conference. It is critical to note
this is NOT a crisis committee, and therefore there are no individual directives nor will
there be frequent updates from the dais as to the impact of discussions happening with
committee or events happening outside of the summit. However, due to the special
nature of the summit, some exceptions are being incorporated. They are as follows:
 
1.  Delegates can expect an occasional update from the dais regarding the current status
in the area and the outcome of any resolutions based by the committee. 
 
2.   Delegates can work with other individuals to pass joint directives in order to further
peace talks or deescalate the current situation. Please note these should be used
seldomly and only for the purpose of moving the committee forward.
 
a.  For example, a directive to “kill Chinese military force in response to their ships
surrounding an island” will not be permitted. 

 
Delegates are expected to act within the powers held by the role, including the
coordination with other delegates from their nation. Actions and commitments deemed
to be outside the purview of a character will be deemed void by the dais and will have no
impact on the committee. Delegates are expected to thoroughly research their role to
determine these powers and are encouraged to ask the dais for clarification prior to
taking any actions that may fall outside of their purview.
 
Please be respectful to fellow delegates in the committee. Any usage of a derogatory,
slang, or otherwise non-diplomatic term to refer to the countries and people involved is
strictly prohibited, even if a delegate believes it would be “in character” for them. Any
usage of such terms will result in the delegate immediately being removed from the
committee and the issue will be brought to the Secretary General’s for further discussion
and disciplinary action. Be mindful and enjoy the conference in a respectful and
diplomatic manner. 

COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
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CHARACTER LIST

AUSTRALIA:

Australia is one of ASEAN’s biggest trading partners. There has been a mutually
beneficial relationship between the two for almost 50 years. 

BRUNEI:

Brunei was the sixth member to join ASEAN. It is one of the countries whose claims for
territory in the South China Sea are in direct contention with China’s. 

CAMBODIA:

Going against its fellow ASEAN member states, Cambodia has openly supported China’s
claims for territory in the South China Sea. The two have maintained historically strong
trade and cultural relations.

CHINA:

China has territorial claim disputes with many ASEAN member states. It’s primary ally in
ASEAN is Cambodia, while most other member states have come out in opposition of
Beijing’s claims. 

JAPAN:
Japan and ASEAN have had a close relationship for over 30 years. Japan has publicly
stated that a more integrated ASEAN is necessary for the stability and prosperity of the
entire East Asia region.



10INDIA:
The partnership between India and ASEAN has been growing at a rapid rate within the
past decade. AIFTA, the free trade agreement between the two, is one of the world’s
largest Free Trade Agreements.

INDONESIA:
Indonesia is one of the five founding members of ASEAN. Although Indonesia does not
have any claims in the South China Sea dispute, their stance on the matter strongly leans
against China and in favour of ASEAN. 

CAMBODIA:

Going against its fellow ASEAN member states, Cambodia has openly supported China’s
claims for territory in the South China Sea. The two have maintained historically strong
trade and cultural relations.

LAOS:
Laos was the eighth member to join ASEAN. Laos has thus far kept a relatively uninvolved
and detached stance in the South China Sea dispute. 

MALAYSIA:

 Malaysia is one of the five founding members of ASEAN, and perhaps China’s most vocal
opposition. Malaysia is one of the countries who rival China’s claims in the South China
Sea. 

MYANMAR:
Myanmar was the ninth member to join ASEAN. Myanmar has been plagued with internal
problems for many years – most recently its military coup which has not been accepted
with open arms by its citizens. 



11THE PHILLIPPINES:

The Philippines is one of the five founding members of ASEAN. They are one of the
countries who have disputing claims with China in the South China Sea.

SOUTH KOREA:
Similar to Japan, South Korea and ASEAN have had a close relationship for over 30 years.
However, unlike Japan, South Korea has chosen a more conciliatory approach to the South
China Sea dispute.  

SINGAPORE:

Singapore is one of the five founding members of ASEAN. The country does not have
territory under dispute in the South China Sea, and as such has taken a mediatory
approach to the conflict thus far.

TAIWAN:
N:Taiwan is not a member of ASEAN. Historically, Taiwan has not been able to engage with

ASEAN as much as it would like, owing in large part to China’s influence on its everyday
affairs. 

THAILAND:
 Thailand is one of the five founding members of ASEAN. Thailand has historically
remained largely neutral towards the South China Sea dispute, but recently has begun to
lean ever so slightly in support of China.

U.S.A:
The United States has high interest in ensuring that China does not gain control of the
South China Sea and its crucial trade routes. They are one of ASEAN’s biggest trade
partners.



12VIETNAM:

Vietnam was the seventh member to join ASEAN. Vietnam is one of the countries with
whom China has disputing territorial claims in the South China Sea.

CLOSING:
Once again, we’d like to welcome you to WESMUN 2021 and the Special ASEAN Summit
on the South China Sea. We are looking forward to hearing your ideas and the in-depth
discussion of the issue(s) at hand and possible resolutions. While delegates are
encouraged to fully research their roles, the below resources provide an excellent
starting point for background on the issues being discussed:

RESSOURCES:
The Code of Conduct: http://www.paxetbellum.org/2021/03/12/a-code-of-conduct-for-
the-south-china-sea/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=a-code-of-
conduct-for-the-south-china-sea

Basic Information on the Current Situation: https://microsites-live-
backend.cfr.org/global-conflict-tracker/conflict/territorial-disputes-south-china-sea

ASEAN and the South China Sea:
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09512748.2021.1934519?
journalCode=rpre20

http://www.paxetbellum.org/2021/03/12/a-code-of-conduct-for-the-south-china-sea/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=a-code-of-conduct-for-the-south-china-sea
https://microsites-live-backend.cfr.org/global-conflict-tracker/conflict/territorial-disputes-south-china-sea
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09512748.2021.1934519?journalCode=rpre20
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